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The End of a Series
John Coleman unveils the last two sculptures in his Explorer Artists Series.

John Coleman with his new piece, bronze, 33½ x 11 x 19”.

T

he Legacy Gallery unveiled the last two pieces of John Coleman’s
Explorer Artists Series, inspired by Karl Bodmer and George Catlin,
on March 25 at a special collectors’ event at their Scottsdale
gallery. The pieces, Wunnestow, The White Buffalo and Pachtuwa-Chta,
Arikara Warrior, were well-received by collectors and sales were robust
all evening.
“The introduction of the two last pieces of Coleman’s Explorer Artists
Series was an outstanding success,” says gallery manager Scott Jones.
“Sales of Wunnestow, The White Buffalo totaled 25 along with 17 sales of
Pachtuwa-Chta, Arikara Warrior.”
The gallery also sold four pieces of Coleman’s work not from the
Catlin/Bodmer series.
“The opening was very well-attended and the anticipation high in
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Orrin Gabsch, Mary Ann Corrazzi, Karen Gabsch, Jinger Richardson, Brad
Richardson and Dan Corrazzi around Coleman’s Pachtuwa-Chta, Arikara
Warrior.

viewing these new pieces for the first time,” says Jones. “It all made for
a wonderful evening at the gallery and we appreciate everyone who
attended and participated in the sales.”
The Legacy Gallery showcased one of each of Coleman’s Explorer
Artists Series at the opening event on high pedestals covered with
black cloth. Several collectors who attended the event have purchased
the entire series of bronzes and, according to the gallery, the are two
complete sets of 10 still available that will be sold as a set.
“Six years in the making, the Explorer Artists Series was not created to
add or take away from the visual documents, but to faithfully pay tribute
to Bodmer and Catlin and those who posed, thus sculpturally bringing
another dimension to their work by fleshing out these early portraits,”
says Coleman.
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1. Wunnestow, The White Buffalo, bronze, ed. of 35, 33½ x 11 x 19”. 2. Pachtuwa-Chta, Arikara Warrior, bronze, ed. of 35, 36 x 13 x 12”.
3. Sales of Wunnestow, The White Buffalo totaled 25 along with 17 sales of Pachtuwa-Chta, Arikara Warrior.
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